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ABSTRACT 

 

Diffie-Hellman is public key based symmetric key algorithm used for secret key between two 

parties over public communication channel. Exchanging cryptographic keys has been a 

problem with respect to security. Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman proposed the Diffie-

Hellman key exchange algorithm to overcome the problem. Since then, the concept of key 

exchange over an unsecured network has completely been revolutionized. One of the 

limitations of the Diffie-Hellman algorithm is that it is computationally intensive thereby 

increasing the time complexity. When generating public key. The proposed algorithm has 

similar grounds with the Diffie-Hellman algorithm and a new technique is used for sharing 

session keys which overcome the time complexity limitation of the Diffie-Hellman algorithm. 

Rivest, Shamir, and Adlemen (RSA) algorithm was most widely used to provide security 

technique. Security of RSA is depending upon the prime factorization of ‘N’. Newly 

proposed Diffie-Hellman algorithm secretly generates value of ‘N’. So, that security level is 

increased in new RSA based cryptography system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is the science of secret writing is an ancient art; the first documented use of 

cryptography in writing dates back in circa 199 B.C. In data and telecommunications, 

cryptography is necessary when communicating over any untrusted medium, which includes 

just about any network, particularly the Internet. Cryptography is study of converting original 

message called plaintext to coded message called cipher text using the process of encryption 

and decryption. 

There are five primary functions of cryptography: Privacy/confidentiality that ensuring that 

no one can read the message except the intended receiver, Authentication is the process of 

proving one's identity, Integrity assure the receiver that the received message has not been 

altered in any way from the original, Non-repudiation is a mechanism to prove that the sender 

really sent this message and Key exchange is method by which crypto keys are shared 

between sender and receiver.  

Symmetric Key Cryptography:  

It is based on substitution and permutation tools. It uses a single key for both encryption and 

decryption. It is also called Secret Key Cryptography (SKC). Primarily used for privacy and 

confidentiality. 

Asymmetric key Cryptography:  

It is based on mathematical function. It uses one key for encryption and another for 

decryption; also called asymmetric encryption. Primarily used for authentication, non-

repudiation, and key exchange. 

 

BACKGROUND THEORY 

Introduction of Diffie-Hellman 

Diffie and Hellman introduced the concept of public key cryptography (Akhil Kaushik July 

2013). The mathematical "trick" of Diffie-Hellman key exchange is that it is relatively easy 

to compute exponents compared to computing discrete logarithms. Diffie-Hellman allows 

two parties, the ubiquitous Alice and Bob to generate a secret key. They need to exchange 

some information over an unsecure communications channel to perform the calculation but 

an eavesdropper cannot determine the shared secret key based upon this information (Akhil 

Kaushik July 2013) (Sarad Boni November 2015). 
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Algorithm steps: 

1. Bothe parties A and B agree upon to constants ‘p’ and ‘g’. Where ‘p’ is a prime number 

and ‘g’ is the generator less than ‘p’.  

2. Both A and B chooses their private key ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively such that they are random 

numbers and less than ‘p’.  

3. Let g^a mod p and g^b mod ‘p’ be the public key of A and B respectively.  

4. Then A and B exchange their public keys over a unsecure medium like the internet.  

5. Then party A computes (g^b mod p) g^a mod p that is equal to g^ba mod ‘p’.  

6. Also party B computes (g^a mod p) g^b mod p that is equal to g^ab mod ‘p’.  

7. The sharedsecret key K is computed as  

K= g^ba mod p = g^ab mod p. 

 

Introduction of RSA  

RSA algorithm is named after Rivest, Shamir and Adleman, who are its creators. The 

algorithm is an example of public key cryptography algorithms which uses different key for 

encryption and decryption leading to secure transmission of messages. RSA's mathematical 

hardness comes from the ease in calculating large numbers and the difficulty in finding the 

prime factors of those large numbers. Although employed with numbers using hundreds of 

digits, the math behind RSA is relatively straight-forward (R. Rivest February 1978). 

 

Algorithm steps: 

1. Each user generates a public/private key pair by: selecting two large primes at random: ‘p’, 

‘q’  

2. Computing their system modulus n=p.q  

3. Computing ‘ø(n)’, Ø (n)=(p-1) (q-1)  

 

4. Selecting at random the encryption key ‘e’, Where 1<e<ø (n), gcd (e, ø (n)) =1  

 

5. Solve following equation to find decryption key ‘d’, e.d=1 mod ø (n) and 0≤d≤n  

 

6. Publish their public encryption key: PU= {e,n}  

 

7. Keep secret private decryption key: PR= {d,n}  

    For Encryption a message M the sender:  

    Obtains public key of recipient PU= {e,n}  
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    Computes: C = Me mod n, where 0≤M<n  

    For decrypt the cipher text C the owner:  

    Uses their private key PR= {d,n}  

    Computes: M = Cd mod n 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the literature, numerous approaches are used in cryptography algorithms for encryption 

and decryption with using private and public keys. Mostly these approaches are used to 

reduce the run-time of the algorithm and to increase the security of the algorithm. In Diffie-

Hellman algorithm huge time taken to compute the original key by two communicating 

parties and in RSA algorithm become more secure based on public key exponent’d’ as it can 

be only found out by knowing the two prime numbers ‘p’ and ‘q’ and which can be known 

only through ‘n’, but as ‘n’ is not transmitted in public key. The hackers can encrypt a plain 

text using the public key, and then by hit and trial if any cipher text gets matched to it, then 

the intruder can come to know about the secret message. And to prevent this new approaches 

are introduces. This increases security and reduce run-time of the cryptography algorithms. 

 

PROPOSED WORK 

Diffie-Hellman is public key based symmetric key algorithm used secret key sharing between 

two parties over public communication channel. Diffie-Hallman is week when there is man in 

middle attack done by eavesdropper (Akhil Kaushik July 2013). To make this algorithm more 

secure against this attack arithmetic calculation is used that enable users to transfer the key on 

secure level. The execution time of this new approached algorithm is decreased in compared 

to Diffie-Hellman algorithm. 

Finding private key after accessing the public key and prime number ‘p’ is logarithmic 

problem to solve. Diffie-Hellman is modified to provide authentication and avoid primitive 

root generation step to achieve speed and authentication to avoid key exchange with 

unauthenticated user. 

RSA is cryptography system based on asymmetric key cryptography concept. Security of 

RSA is depend upon prime factorization of integer value ‘n’ which globally known to 

everyone in system (Ravi Shankar Dhakar 2012). In this paper cryptography system is 

proposed to achieve secrete message exchange. 

Therefore, factor ‘N’ value is inherited from the above Diffie-Hellman prime factors. Which 

is result of mathematical process and it is unknown to everyone. So, security level of the 

cryptography algorithm is increased 
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System Flowchart 
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 

1. User A generate secrete number A= 7 and select random prime number C=5.  

C’ = C+C. 

Send C’ value to User B. 

2. User B generate secrete number B= 3  

From received value generate value of C=5 

3. User A , Compute P= A*B mod (C+1) and User B, Compute Q= C*B mod (C+1) 

P= 5, Q=3 

4. User A receive Q , Compute X=(A*B*Q) mod (C+1) and User B receive P , Compute 

Y=(C*B*P) mod (C+1) 

5. X= 3 , Y=3 

6. Inherited prime value X and Generate random prime value of C,P. 

X= 3, C= 5 P= 2. 

7. Calculate N= X*C*P 

N= 30 

8. Calculate Q(N) = (X-1)(C-1)(P-1) 

Q(N)= 8 

9. Calculate integer e which is based on  

N<e<Q(N) 

GCD(Q(N), e) =1, e and Q(N) are co-prime 

e is short bit length and small hamming weight 

e= 7 

10. Compute K (to replace N) 

If  

X>C then consider K such that N-X<K<n and GCD(K,N)= 1 

else 

X<C then consider K such that N-C<K<n and GCD(K,N)= 1 

K= 29 

11. Calculate d such that d=(e^-1)  mod Q(N)  

d= 9. 

12. Now the public key PU= {e, K}= {7, 29} 

13. Now the privet key PR= {d, K}= {9, 29}. 

14. Find cipher plain text M<N, 
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M=3  

C=M^e mod K 

C= 12 

15. Find plain text M=C^d mod K 

M=12. 

Implementation 

From above multiplicative algorithm we will inherited the one prime key value and another 

two prime value will generated from for the RSA algorithm for encryption and decryption. 

The following table shows time Complexity of both algorithms with fix value of p, q, and r 

for Different size of message. 

A. Speed of Generating Keys 

 

Message m in 

byte  

Key Generation  

time in RSA  

Key Generation time  

in Modified 

Algorithm  

53  0.0012  .00062  

284  0.0013  .00069  

568  0.0013  .00066  

852  0.0012  .00042  
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B. Speed of Encryption  

 

Message m in 

byte  

Encryption time in 

RSA  

Encryption time  

in Modified 

Algorithm  

284  0.0028  .0050  

568  0.0052  .0071  

852  0.0072  .0091  
 

 
 

C. Speed Of Decryption 

 

Message m in 

byte  

Decryption time in 

RSA  

Decryption time  

in Modified 

Algorithm  

284  0.0159  .0818  

568  0.0121  .1569  

852  0.0190  .2344  
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D. Total execution  

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
Key exchange in a secure way is main priority of the cryptography algorithm. To address this 

issue by: 1) Apply new Multiplicative Diffie-Hellman algorithm to generate prime factors of 

value “N” and 2) The factorization of factor ‘N’ in RSA algorithm is going to depend on the 

three factors instead of two factors. The first approach is to reduce the execution time of the 

algorithm and second approach is for to increase the security level of the algorithm. With the 

use of this new method the time complexity is increase but in terms of getting security it is 

quite negligible. 
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